Solving the Complexities
of Massive Data Transfer

There are many well-known ways to protect data when it resides safely in a modern data center. Armed
guards, for one. Encryption, sure. Firewalls, absolutely. Or you have placed all your data into “the cloud”
and the agreement with the provider is rock solid when it comes to security and privacy. All well and good.
You can probably be sure that you are protected if heaven forbid something happens, and your precious
data is compromised.
But, when you need to get a 100 terabyte
(TB) genomic database over to your partner in
Switzerland for processing, how will you
get it there quickly? Or there is that
50TB of geophysical data collected on an
oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico that needs to
get to Houston. Maybe your law firm just
sued a multinational corporation for fraud, and
you need to get 35TB of e-discovery records
from Panama to Chicago right away. Or your
autonomous vehicle project is generating
250TB per week per vehicle spread out over 10
cities with 10 cars each – now that is a data
moving challenge!
These are some of the times your data will
have to hit the road. And when it travels,
whether electronically or physically, there
are many dangers that need to be avoided.
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Transmitting big data (25 TB and more) over the web
or a typical network is difficult for most organizations.
Bandwidth is usually inadequate, and latency inhibits
performance over long distances on the web. Dedicated
connections between sites can provide high bandwidth,
though with a huge extra expense and engineering time
to implement the pathway.
File transfer acceleration software is effective when
you are dealing with MBs or GBs, but it will still take a
day to transfer 1 TB over the web on a fast connection
(and 100 TB will take 100 days – there is no savings
for volume).

If electronic transmission is not an option,
the only other way is to copy the data to
tape or disk and physically send it. The modern “sneaker-net.” This is where things can
get dangerous!

If your dataset is relatively small, less than about
20 TB, there are several decent options that we
will not discuss here. Just be sure to use encryption and do not put the only copy of your data on
that one device. Moving large datasets presents
a set of compound problems that must be addressed for the project to be successful in the most
efficient manner.

Things to Watch Out For
Enterprise servers – the kind that give the kind of
performance needed for fast transfers – are delicate
things. They are made for the safe data center, not the
dangerous “outback.”
Here is a clue – that expensive wheeled case you bought
may not be up to the task of protecting your precious
cargo when it is being moved around.
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These are just a few of the hazards:

Shock
The biggest danger to an HDD comes from physical
shock. Manufacturers know this and build in a lot of protection, but they can only do so much. To ship a 12-disk
rackmount server people usually put it into a padded
case with wheels (they are heavy).
If you have ever witnessed how shipping companies
handle cases with wheels in the back warehouse,
you might be horrified – forklift hockey games come
to mind. Frames get bent, power supplies crash onto
motherboards, and disks get jammed.

Vibration
Damage from vibration is different from the hard
shocks that can damage disk drives. Excessive vibration causes deformations and accelerations (g-loads)
experienced by assembled-system parts that can cause
heavy damage to connectors, surface mounted devices, printed circuit boards, and similar electrical components. In other words, vibration leads to loose connections and can vibrate a PC to death.

These
are just a
few
of the
hazards

Standard computer hardware simply is not designed
to withstand many challenging environments. From the
motherboard to components like memory, to the enclosure and cables, vibration-proofing a computer involves understanding the most common failure points
and eliminating or isolating them.

Out-and-out Destruction
Have you ever dropped a big server by accident?
It happens all the time. They are heavy and clumsy. And
sometimes it seems that when you put a “Fragile” label
on the box it is just a signal to the shipping guy that it
must already be packed okay so they can toss it in the
truck. There might also be an actual thief hired to take
and destroy your precious data, or just to ruin your
project.
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Data Redundancy
Hard disk volumes are getting huge now that high-capacity drives are commonly available. A 12-disk array
with 18 TB drives is a whopping 216 TB. SSDs now
come in 30 TB sizes. There is a significant chance that a
large array (even using SSDs) will exhibit an error during
long transfers, so using RAID-5 or RAID-6 is necessary
to maintain the integrity of the data even if one or two
drives fail. RAID protection on an array is important for
no other reason than saving the time it takes to copy all
that data.

These are
just a few
of the
hazards

There are other ways to protect data on disk, usually
by having an entire separate copy on a separate set
of disks/tape or in a different location. So, now you
are talking double the storage space needed or high
charges for the bandwidth used to create the copy
online. When you are shipping an array filled with sensitive data, always be sure to have a copy somewhere
just in case. It is always better to use multiple RAIDed
disks than to use a large one because if the one drive
fails for any reason you will have to redo the transfer (or
lose the data entirely).

Encryption, TPM, and Ransomware
Encrypting the data stored on your server is one of the
first lines of defense if it happens to get stolen. Full disk
encryption guarantees that if a disk is removed, it cannot
be read without the key. And using a RAID means that all
the disks plus the key are required to even see the files.
Many (but not all) servers also now use a TPM (Trusted Platform Module). It is a crypto-processor installed
on the motherboard that holds sensitive information
including passwords, authentication data, encryption
keys, security-critical keys, and more. Any changes to
the hardware render the server inoperable once the TPM
gets activated. Since it is a hardware-based module, it is
impossible for malware to manipulate it through traditional software methods. Ransomware usually encrypts
local disk content with its own key from the remote operator, but if the TPM mechanism prevents the malware
software from running it will have done its job. Hence,
the TPM chip becomes an elevated, hardwarebased “root-of-trust” that the OS can always trust.
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Chain-Of-Custody
In 2014, someone at Lionsgate Films put a pristine full-length copy of
The Expendables 3 on a DVD screener and gave it to a courier to take
to an executive for review. The VP got the delivery, but who knew the
courier would stop at home to make a copy. Within three days, over
200,000 copies had been downloaded illegally. Didn’t they have encryption in 2014?
Intellectual property in the form of digital files is valuable. Keeping track
of digital files is a difficult task in this interconnected world. And once
data leaves the security of a corporate data center it is subject to hacking, theft, and more.
The Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) is a legal affairs community at Duke University that developed this definition of a legally defensible chain-of-custody:
“Documentation should include the conditions under
which the evidence is gathered, the identity of all evidence handlers, duration of evidence custody, security
conditions while handling or storing the evidence, and
the manner in which evidence is transferred to subsequent custodians each time such a transfer occurs
(along with the signatures of persons involved at each
step). A chain of custody failure — i.e., the mishandling
of electronic evidence (even fully recovered files) —
can cause a litigation defeat.”
Got to love those lawyers. But if everyone treated data
as if their job depended on its security, there might be
fewer problems in this world. AES-256 encryption for
data-at-rest and TSL encryption for data-in-motion are
just the beginning of “best practices” for data provenance. However, these are just the basics.
“...Nation-States may be storing stolen data in anticipation that a quantum machine in the near future can
crack it wide open, long before anyone can perfect
quantum-resistant encryption. Their strategy is to steal
data now, and then read it later.”
This is why you need to know where your data has been
every step of the way after it leaves your door.
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So, what is the solution to
secure massive data transfer?
As data sizes have grown compounding the complexities of data transfer, people have tried an array of strategies to cope with the solutions.
For the physical hazards, some have borrowed techniques from those
who have had to do computing in harsh environments. The military has
been dealing with problems like these for a long time. That is why they
developed “mil-spec” standards for the products and systems they use,
particularly MIL-STD-810G. This heading has 29 topics covering a wide
range of conditions that manufacturers must address to qualify for contracts. For our purposes, the most relevant test methods are:
• 503.6 Temperature Shock
• 510.6 Sand and Dust
• 514.7 Vibration
• 516.7 Shock

The thing about products with “mil-spec” ratings is they tend to be expensive. They also tend to not be the latest technology due to the time
and expense of the certification process. And they are ugly and use connectors not commonly found on industrial equipment.
There are other standard-setting bodies who publish guidelines for
things like encryption (FIPS 140-2), privacy and identity (HIPAA, SOX,
GDPR, etc.), and even electrical and environmental certification (FCC,
RoHS, CE, UL, etc.). But there are no mil-spec categories for some of
the issues noted such as data integrity or chain-of-custody. Since there
is no simple solution, everyone who faces the massive data transfer
problem has to become their own system integrator stitching together
technologies and techniques as best as they can - or just take the risks
and hope they get lucky.
You will really care about data security if you ever run afoul of any of
the governing agencies you might be dealing with - a violation of European GDPR privacy rules can cost €20-million or 4% of annual revenue,
whichever is higher; a HIPAA medical privacy violation can be $50,000
for willful negligence up to $1.5-million; violate the GLBA financial security rule and it costs $100,000 to the company and $10,000 for
its officers personally; a SOX (Sorbanes-Oxley) violation can be up to
$5-million and up to 20 years imprisonment.
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Finally, a full solution for
massive data transfer
Acromove has developed data migration and Edge Cloud infrastructure
solutions designed to address all of the major challenges that come
with transferring massive amounts of data: Transfer Speed, Security,
and Cost. The company’s AcroTransfer service enables enterprises to
move data between any cloud and any data center, when they need to,
paying only for what they need, making it the fastest, most secure, and
lowest cost service in the market today.
AcroTransfer solves the problem of vendor lock-in when it comes to
data transfer. Utilizing Acromove’s novel technology, enterprises can
move data from one public cloud to a different public cloud. They can
transfer data to their own public clouds. They can consolidate their data
centers into larger and more efficient regional facilities. They can move
data from autonomous vehicles, migrate data from offshore oil rigs and
exploration ships, move data off the set into the post-production process in digital cinematography, to name a few examples. AcroTransfer
comes with everything companies need to accomplish their massive
data transfer.

ServerPack™ 35
Acromove’s
flagship
data
migration
product is ServerPack 35, a hyperconverged
software - defined storage (SDS) system with
storage, compute, networking, and virtualization
technologies in a single unit with special
features for fast data transfer. It has a
ruggedized ultraportable casing that can be
shipped by any overnight service or taken on a
plane as carry-on luggage to make the data
transfer as simple as possible. The device comes
with a full set of cables and optical connectors.
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Software To Make the Transfer Simple, Safe and Fast
Acromove’s data migration accelerator, VeloΣ™, speeds up the local
collection and transfer of thousands/millions of small files- at least 3x
faster data transfer compared to normal system copies — making this
the fastest data transfer available using NFS, SMB, and S3 protocols
(plus most other industry standards).
ServerPack35 is also equipped with AcroTrace™, the most advanced
security, forensic and tracking system in the market today for maximum
data protection and chain-of-custody reporting for world data privacy
requirements. Customers are in full awareness of the whereabouts of
their data. From the moment the device is shipped until it returns back,
they can track in real-time where their device and data is.
Acromove embeds sensors in all its chassis to
measure shock, temperature, air pressure, and
even humidity, then creates a log of everything
that happens to the server (e.g., if it was dropped,
when the case was opened, etc.).
There are many things that can go wrong when
you take sensitive data out on the open road. If
you value your data, you should take every step
available to protect it. Or never let it out of your
sight.
AcroTrace’s tracking goes way beyond GPS positioning, since GPS only works when the unit can
see a satellite but not when it is in an underground
garage. It all gets communicated to the cloud
through Wi-Fi and cell channels where it can be
monitored remotely even without a direct web
connection.

AcroTransfer has it all:
• A completely ruggedized, self-contained, state-of-the-art compute/data
storage device that can with stand almost anything that the most careless
shipping personnel can dish out
• Security from start to finish - physical security to deter the most
determined thief and software to track the data every second of its
journey with the option to remotely render the data unreadable
with the click of a button
• Software that makes transfer a simple drag and drop operation as well
as speeding the rate of data transfer by 3x while providing the
most secure encryption available
• And best of all, it is a service so there is no need to buy expensive
hardware that you might use only once in a while - you pay for just
what you need to get the job done.

Secure Massive Data Transfer - Problem Solved!
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